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 1             BEFORE THE STATE OF INDIANA
   
 2               CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION
   
 3                       -  -  -
   
 4 
   
 5 
           PUBLIC MEETING OF FEBRUARY 18, 2022
 6 
   
 7 
   
 8                       -  -  -
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10  in the above-captioned matter, before the Indiana
   
11  Civil Rights Commission, Adrianne L. Slash,
   
12  Chairperson, taken before me, Lindy L. Meyer,
   
13  Jr., a Notary Public in and for the State of
   
14  Indiana, County of Shelby, at the Indiana
   
15  Government Center North, 100 North Senate Avenue,
   
16  Room N300, Indianapolis, Indiana, on Friday,
   
17  February 18, 2022 at 1:11 o'clock p.m.
   
18                       -  -  -
   
19 
   
20 
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 1                                  1:11 o'clock p.m.
                                    February 18, 2022
 2                       -  -  -
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: So, I'll go ahead
 4  and I'll open the meeting at 1:11 p.m. on
 5  February 18th, 2022, and we will go out of order
 6  of the agenda at this moment and begin with the
 7  Executive Director's Report.
 8              MR. WILSON: Thank you, Chair Slash
 9  and Commissioners.
10         So, anyway, there's just a lot going on,
11  and one of the things, as I said, I wanted to do
12  is to make sure that people know we have new
13  talent, and they're doing some great initiatives.
14  If you look at the upcoming events, you'll see
15  things like the Black History Month, where we're
16  doing a lot with -- we're partnering with Martin
17  University, and Kyleigh's going to work with
18  them.
19         But, you know, we have our internship
20  program that we'll be starting up, and we've
21  always wanted to work with Martin University, but
22  because of COVID, when we first started,
23  everything fell to the wayside.  But now that's
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 1  back up and going and we're going to be making
 2  Martin a new partner, making sure we look and see
 3  how we can get an intern from Martin University
 4  and build a great partnership.
 5         You'll see the president of Martin, he's
 6  doing a PSA for us this month, and we've been
 7  trying to gather all of this talent and people
 8  from various organizations, educational
 9  institutions, to really try to build a larger,
10  broader partnership in how we do things so that,
11  as you said, Comm. Harrington, so we can do more
12  collaboration.  I think that's what's big for us
13  this year.
14         And like I said, with those that see
15  Kyleigh -- Comm. Tolliver, you didn't see her,
16  but if you'd just come back on camera, Kyleigh,
17  I'd appreciate it.  And so, when you look at
18  Kyleigh and you look again at Brooklyn and some
19  of the others who are not here, this is kind of
20  the energy side of the organization, and what I
21  mean by that is they're doing most of our social
22  media, most of our outreach initiatives, and so,
23  we're excited about that great team that we have
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 1  going on there.
 2         And so, then also I wanted to -- for those
 3  who didn't get to see it -- I'm going to kill a
 4  couple of minutes as well on this -- they didn't
 5  get to see our video on the Circle.  It was so
 6  good that downtown Indy asked us could they play
 7  it for February, for Black History Month.  We've
 8  had so much return on that investment.  You know,
 9  it was a small investment, but it got -- it took
10  us way around the state, because people really
11  loved it.
12         So, if you don't mind, we're going to play
13  that real quick.  It's just a couple of minutes.
14  And again, we have a star here.  Chair Slash was
15  in the video as well.  So, go ahead.  We'll make
16  our technology work.
17             (Discussion off the record.)
18                   (Video played.)
19              MS. MARRS: I'm sure there was lots
20  of lag on that, but it is on our YouTube channel,
21  if you would like to go watch it peacefully
22  there.
23              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Absolutely I give
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 1  you an A for effort.
 2              MS. MARRS: Thank you.  I truly
 3  appreciate that.
 4              COMM. HARRINGTON: Thank you for
 5  putting the link in the chat.  I don't know what
 6  kind -- I'm not great on social media, but
 7  hopefully my children can teach me how to do it
 8  before the end of the month.  That's awesome.
 9              MS. OJO: I tried calling
10  Comm. Blackburn, but she's not picking up.
11              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.
12         Does that conclude the Deputy --
13              MR. WILSON: No.
14              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: -- does that
15  conclude the Executive Director's -- okay.
16              MR. WILSON: No.  So, I just wanted
17  to make sure that people got a chance to kind of
18  see some of the things we're doing and the
19  creativity that's here and the additional energy
20  that's here and the things, and then again, as I
21  said, just want to build new partnerships and new
22  relationships and start back with the outreach.
23  We'll be looking to relaunch in March, doing our
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 1  outreach work with the libraries and across the
 2  state and other government entities as well as
 3  community partners.
 4         So, you'll see a lot more of those things
 5  going back on again.  We just think that when we
 6  do the outreach in the community as far as being
 7  able to take complaints in the community, people
 8  don't have to come downtown, they don't have to
 9  worry about the parking, any of those things, and
10  we try to make sure any place that we actually do
11  an outreach event for taking complaints and
12  educating the community, we always try to make
13  sure that it's on a bus line that has free
14  parking and that is access -- ADA accessible.
15  And so, those things are important with whatever
16  we do with -- out in the community.
17         And so, those are some of the bigger
18  things happening, and then right now -- well,
19  everybody has a copy of the report, so they can
20  see some of the numbers.  We feel really good
21  about our numbers, and I know David's going to
22  add with a couple of things he wants to mention,
23  but one thing I will tell you is our housing,
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 1  we're almost -- we're at our housing contract
 2  already, and we believe the marketing and the
 3  PSA's and all of the work they put into our
 4  social media to educate people about the process.
 5         And then again, as I told you in the last
 6  meeting, the fact that we now have the portal up
 7  and running and the complaints are coming in --
 8  or inquiries, excuse me -- are coming into that
 9  portal, because it's accessible, and I appreciate
10  Stephanie, who has really worked hard on that,
11  not only on just getting the portal up and going,
12  but also now we have DocuSign going, which now
13  allows us to send the complaint out for the
14  signatures or other legal documents we need
15  signed quickly.  So, that's a lot of new things
16  that we've added to our resource -- as a resource
17  here for those in the community.
18         So, with that, I'll just get a few things
19  from David, he'll talk a little bit about some of
20  the legislation that's out there and some other
21  additional information he wants to say.
22         David?
23              MR. FLEISCHHACKER: All right.
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 1  Thanks, Greg.
 2         Yeah, there's -- I'm tracking a few bills
 3  that have moved from the first chamber on to the
 4  second chamber, and some of those would have some
 5  impact on the Commission, so I just wanted to
 6  note those here today, kind of like a high-level
 7  overview.
 8         House Bill 1063 provides for de novo
 9  judicial review of certain agency actions, so
10  what that means is that if the Commission were to
11  do a final action and that gets put up on
12  judicial review to a court, that court would look
13  at it as if for the first time, without giving
14  deference to the agency decision.  So, that's
15  something working its way through.
16         There are also a couple of bills related
17  to rulemaking that are still alive and working
18  through.  Some of those would change when rules
19  need to be adopted, providing additional
20  restrictions on the rulemaking process, and then
21  there's also, I think, a task force that's going
22  to review just administrative rules in general.
23  So, some of those things are making their way
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 1  through the system as well.
 2         There's one related to open meetings that
 3  would provide some restrictions on Commission
 4  meetings during emergency declarations, so if
 5  that were to make it through, I'm going to
 6  definitely advise the Commission as to what that
 7  final version looks like and then what kind of
 8  impact that would have on the Commission as far
 9  as its obligations under the Open Door Laws and
10  meeting during emergency declaration time
11  periods.
12         And then there's a bill related to service
13  animals and providing some direction to both
14  service animal handlers and to public
15  accommodation establishments that would provide
16  some -- a framework for what is and is not
17  permissible and what public accommodations can
18  do.  So, some of that would impact some of our
19  cases that we would investigate.  It's not
20  contained within our statute, it's in the health
21  statute, but it would still impact our public
22  accommodation cases.
23         So, those are some of the bills that are
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 1  still alive that we're tracking.  Then as far as
 2  Greg mentioned, a numbers thing, in the monthly
 3  report you'll see that in January we closed 58
 4  cases.  We've already closed 88 cases in February
 5  in just two weeks, so we're working through some
 6  of our inventory and getting a lot of cases out,
 7  so we're full speed ahead right now.
 8         And then we have more staff coming on next
 9  week.  Our Intake Division will be at almost full
10  strength next week with some of our new staff,
11  and we just got approved to have another attorney
12  join our ranks, so we're going to be recruiting
13  for that position here in the near future as
14  well.
15              MR. WILSON: So, I just want to say,
16  especially with the new attorney, if you know
17  people that are interested in coming to serve our
18  Indiana Civil Rights Commission, please don't
19  hesitate to recommend them.  That'd be great.
20         But the last thing I'll say is, I think
21  most of you saw the Governor's new initiative to
22  recruit talent here at the state.  We think it's
23  very robust and it's incredible, some of the
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 1  things that I think people are looking for, for
 2  instance, some of it remote, based on the need of
 3  an organization.  Then there's the education part
 4  of that as well as recruitment, where they get
 5  money if they help recruit.
 6         And the other big piece, for people who
 7  start here to have some vacation time when they
 8  first come on board.  First just having to wait
 9  six months, that could be a hardship,
10  especially -- you know, if you have families or
11  not, it still could be a hardship if you need to
12  take off and you don't have any time.
13         So, we're really excited about some of
14  those little initiatives, and we're going to talk
15  about them at our monthly staff meeting.
16         And so, that's kind of a wrap for me,
17  Chair Slash.
18              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.  I was
19  hoping that we might have potentially bought up a
20  whole lot of time, but I can say all very helpful
21  information, and thank you for continuing to keep
22  us updated on the use of the portal, access to
23  the public, how we're getting through cases, I
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 1  think even leaps and bounds from when you
 2  started.
 3         I can see the agency is moving in an
 4  extremely positive direction, even going through
 5  personnel hardships, through the pandemic, and
 6  transitions.  So, congratulations on all that you
 7  and the staff are being able to accomplish, and
 8  thank you for sharing with us in detail that
 9  work.  We really appreciate it.
10              MR. WILSON: I just want to say real
11  quick, Chair Slash, also I can't forget the
12  impact that having Christiana on board has really
13  changed the whole intake process and the goals
14  and things that she set for staff.  I mean that's
15  been very incredible.  I'd like to say what the
16  team is doing, because we have a great team, and
17  David's addition has done nothing but be a help
18  as well.  And so, I think we have a great team,
19  and every year, as you said, Chair Slash, you've
20  been here a while, too, and so, you've seen the
21  transition from 2017 into 2022.  So, thank you.
22              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Yeah.  It's
23  actually remarkable, and it's really great for
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 1  government.  Government doesn't normally move
 2  this quickly, and so, being able to see this type
 3  of movement has been fantastic.
 4              MR. FLEISCHHACKER: And if I could
 5  add one more thing, I just wanted to mention that
 6  we do have a new Docket Clerk.  Mike Lostutter is
 7  on the call, and he has agreed to move over into
 8  that role from a contractor position that we've
 9  had him in, so you'll be seeing his face a lot
10  more with Commission-related matters.
11              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
12         Welcome.
13              MR. LOSTUTTER: Thank you.
14              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: We're glad to
15  have you, and look forward to working with you.
16  I'll try not to be a pain and to respond as fast
17  as I can.  I've been doing a little bit better.
18              MR. LOSTUTTER: I'll try to do
19  likewise.
20              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: All right.
21  Wonderful.
22         Well, with that, we did not get to our
23  quorum today, and so, I don't think that there's
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 1  anything that we can move off of this that
   
 2  doesn't require a vote without the rest of the --
   
 3  without the rest of the crew.  So, it is 1:29
   
 4  p.m. on February 18th, 2022, and I will go ahead
   
 5  and adjourn this meeting of the Indiana Civil
   
 6  Rights Commission.
   
 7              MS. OJO:  Thank you.
   
 8              MR. WILSON:  Thank you.
   
 9              CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Hope to see
   
10  everyone in full next month.  Take care of your
   
11  heart, take care of the people that you love,
   
12  learn something new about black history, and try
   
13  to find a black futures maker and support them
   
14  and empower them to do something great as we
   
15  celebrate Black History Month.
   
16              COMM. HARRINGTON:  Thank you.
   
17              MR. WILSON:  Thank you.
   
18                       -  -  -
              Thereupon, the proceedings of
19           February 18, 2022 were concluded
                   at 1:29 o'clock p.m.
20                       -  -  -
   
21 
   
22 
   
23 
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 1                     CERTIFICATE
   
 2         I, Lindy L. Meyer, Jr., the undersigned
   
 3  Court Reporter and Notary Public residing in the
   
 4  City of Shelbyville, Shelby County, Indiana, do
   
 5  hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and
   
 6  correct transcript of the proceedings taken by me
   
 7  on Friday, February 18, 2022 in this matter and
   
 8  transcribed by me.
   
 9 
   
10                       _________________________
   
11                        Lindy L. Meyer, Jr.,
   
12                        Notary Public in and
   
13                        for the State of Indiana.
   
14 
   
15  My Commission expires August 26, 2024.
   
16  Commission No. NP0690003
   
17 
   
18 
   
19 
   
20 
   
21 
   
22 
   
23 
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 1                                   1:11 o'clock p.m.
                                   February 18, 2022


 2                        -  -  -
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  So, I'll go ahead
  


 4   and I'll open the meeting at 1:11 p.m. on
  


 5   February 18th, 2022, and we will go out of order
  


 6   of the agenda at this moment and begin with the
  


 7   Executive Director's Report.
  


 8               MR. WILSON:  Thank you, Chair Slash
  


 9   and Commissioners.
  


10          So, anyway, there's just a lot going on,
  


11   and one of the things, as I said, I wanted to do
  


12   is to make sure that people know we have new
  


13   talent, and they're doing some great initiatives.
  


14   If you look at the upcoming events, you'll see
  


15   things like the Black History Month, where we're
  


16   doing a lot with -- we're partnering with Martin
  


17   University, and Kyleigh's going to work with
  


18   them.
  


19          But, you know, we have our internship
  


20   program that we'll be starting up, and we've
  


21   always wanted to work with Martin University, but
  


22   because of COVID, when we first started,
  


23   everything fell to the wayside.  But now that's







4


  
 1   back up and going and we're going to be making
  


 2   Martin a new partner, making sure we look and see
  


 3   how we can get an intern from Martin University
  


 4   and build a great partnership.
  


 5          You'll see the president of Martin, he's
  


 6   doing a PSA for us this month, and we've been
  


 7   trying to gather all of this talent and people
  


 8   from various organizations, educational
  


 9   institutions, to really try to build a larger,
  


10   broader partnership in how we do things so that,
  


11   as you said, Comm. Harrington, so we can do more
  


12   collaboration.  I think that's what's big for us
  


13   this year.
  


14          And like I said, with those that see
  


15   Kyleigh -- Comm. Tolliver, you didn't see her,
  


16   but if you'd just come back on camera, Kyleigh,
  


17   I'd appreciate it.  And so, when you look at
  


18   Kyleigh and you look again at Brooklyn and some
  


19   of the others who are not here, this is kind of
  


20   the energy side of the organization, and what I
  


21   mean by that is they're doing most of our social
  


22   media, most of our outreach initiatives, and so,
  


23   we're excited about that great team that we have
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 1   going on there.
  


 2          And so, then also I wanted to -- for those
  


 3   who didn't get to see it -- I'm going to kill a
  


 4   couple of minutes as well on this -- they didn't
  


 5   get to see our video on the Circle.  It was so
  


 6   good that downtown Indy asked us could they play
  


 7   it for February, for Black History Month.  We've
  


 8   had so much return on that investment.  You know,
  


 9   it was a small investment, but it got -- it took
  


10   us way around the state, because people really
  


11   loved it.
  


12          So, if you don't mind, we're going to play
  


13   that real quick.  It's just a couple of minutes.
  


14   And again, we have a star here.  Chair Slash was
  


15   in the video as well.  So, go ahead.  We'll make
  


16   our technology work.
  


17              (Discussion off the record.)
  


18                    (Video played.)
  


19               MS. MARRS:  I'm sure there was lots
  


20   of lag on that, but it is on our YouTube channel,
  


21   if you would like to go watch it peacefully
  


22   there.
  


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Absolutely I give
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 1   you an A for effort.
  


 2               MS. MARRS:  Thank you.  I truly
  


 3   appreciate that.
  


 4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Thank you for
  


 5   putting the link in the chat.  I don't know what
  


 6   kind -- I'm not great on social media, but
  


 7   hopefully my children can teach me how to do it
  


 8   before the end of the month.  That's awesome.
  


 9               MS. OJO:  I tried calling
  


10   Comm. Blackburn, but she's not picking up.
  


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.
  


12          Does that conclude the Deputy --
  


13               MR. WILSON:  No.
  


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- does that
  


15   conclude the Executive Director's -- okay.
  


16               MR. WILSON:  No.  So, I just wanted
  


17   to make sure that people got a chance to kind of
  


18   see some of the things we're doing and the
  


19   creativity that's here and the additional energy
  


20   that's here and the things, and then again, as I
  


21   said, just want to build new partnerships and new
  


22   relationships and start back with the outreach.
  


23   We'll be looking to relaunch in March, doing our
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 1   outreach work with the libraries and across the
  


 2   state and other government entities as well as
  


 3   community partners.
  


 4          So, you'll see a lot more of those things
  


 5   going back on again.  We just think that when we
  


 6   do the outreach in the community as far as being
  


 7   able to take complaints in the community, people
  


 8   don't have to come downtown, they don't have to
  


 9   worry about the parking, any of those things, and
  


10   we try to make sure any place that we actually do
  


11   an outreach event for taking complaints and
  


12   educating the community, we always try to make
  


13   sure that it's on a bus line that has free
  


14   parking and that is access -- ADA accessible.
  


15   And so, those things are important with whatever
  


16   we do with -- out in the community.
  


17          And so, those are some of the bigger
  


18   things happening, and then right now -- well,
  


19   everybody has a copy of the report, so they can
  


20   see some of the numbers.  We feel really good
  


21   about our numbers, and I know David's going to
  


22   add with a couple of things he wants to mention,
  


23   but one thing I will tell you is our housing,
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 1   we're almost -- we're at our housing contract
  


 2   already, and we believe the marketing and the
  


 3   PSA's and all of the work they put into our
  


 4   social media to educate people about the process.
  


 5          And then again, as I told you in the last
  


 6   meeting, the fact that we now have the portal up
  


 7   and running and the complaints are coming in --
  


 8   or inquiries, excuse me -- are coming into that
  


 9   portal, because it's accessible, and I appreciate
  


10   Stephanie, who has really worked hard on that,
  


11   not only on just getting the portal up and going,
  


12   but also now we have DocuSign going, which now
  


13   allows us to send the complaint out for the
  


14   signatures or other legal documents we need
  


15   signed quickly.  So, that's a lot of new things
  


16   that we've added to our resource -- as a resource
  


17   here for those in the community.
  


18          So, with that, I'll just get a few things
  


19   from David, he'll talk a little bit about some of
  


20   the legislation that's out there and some other
  


21   additional information he wants to say.
  


22          David?
  


23               MR. FLEISCHHACKER:  All right.
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 1   Thanks, Greg.
  


 2          Yeah, there's -- I'm tracking a few bills
  


 3   that have moved from the first chamber on to the
  


 4   second chamber, and some of those would have some
  


 5   impact on the Commission, so I just wanted to
  


 6   note those here today, kind of like a high-level
  


 7   overview.
  


 8          House Bill 1063 provides for de novo
  


 9   judicial review of certain agency actions, so
  


10   what that means is that if the Commission were to
  


11   do a final action and that gets put up on
  


12   judicial review to a court, that court would look
  


13   at it as if for the first time, without giving
  


14   deference to the agency decision.  So, that's
  


15   something working its way through.
  


16          There are also a couple of bills related
  


17   to rulemaking that are still alive and working
  


18   through.  Some of those would change when rules
  


19   need to be adopted, providing additional
  


20   restrictions on the rulemaking process, and then
  


21   there's also, I think, a task force that's going
  


22   to review just administrative rules in general.
  


23   So, some of those things are making their way
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 1   through the system as well.
  


 2          There's one related to open meetings that
  


 3   would provide some restrictions on Commission
  


 4   meetings during emergency declarations, so if
  


 5   that were to make it through, I'm going to
  


 6   definitely advise the Commission as to what that
  


 7   final version looks like and then what kind of
  


 8   impact that would have on the Commission as far
  


 9   as its obligations under the Open Door Laws and
  


10   meeting during emergency declaration time
  


11   periods.
  


12          And then there's a bill related to service
  


13   animals and providing some direction to both
  


14   service animal handlers and to public
  


15   accommodation establishments that would provide
  


16   some -- a framework for what is and is not
  


17   permissible and what public accommodations can
  


18   do.  So, some of that would impact some of our
  


19   cases that we would investigate.  It's not
  


20   contained within our statute, it's in the health
  


21   statute, but it would still impact our public
  


22   accommodation cases.
  


23          So, those are some of the bills that are
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 1   still alive that we're tracking.  Then as far as
  


 2   Greg mentioned, a numbers thing, in the monthly
  


 3   report you'll see that in January we closed 58
  


 4   cases.  We've already closed 88 cases in February
  


 5   in just two weeks, so we're working through some
  


 6   of our inventory and getting a lot of cases out,
  


 7   so we're full speed ahead right now.
  


 8          And then we have more staff coming on next
  


 9   week.  Our Intake Division will be at almost full
  


10   strength next week with some of our new staff,
  


11   and we just got approved to have another attorney
  


12   join our ranks, so we're going to be recruiting
  


13   for that position here in the near future as
  


14   well.
  


15               MR. WILSON:  So, I just want to say,
  


16   especially with the new attorney, if you know
  


17   people that are interested in coming to serve our
  


18   Indiana Civil Rights Commission, please don't
  


19   hesitate to recommend them.  That'd be great.
  


20          But the last thing I'll say is, I think
  


21   most of you saw the Governor's new initiative to
  


22   recruit talent here at the state.  We think it's
  


23   very robust and it's incredible, some of the
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 1   things that I think people are looking for, for
  


 2   instance, some of it remote, based on the need of
  


 3   an organization.  Then there's the education part
  


 4   of that as well as recruitment, where they get
  


 5   money if they help recruit.
  


 6          And the other big piece, for people who
  


 7   start here to have some vacation time when they
  


 8   first come on board.  First just having to wait
  


 9   six months, that could be a hardship,
  


10   especially -- you know, if you have families or
  


11   not, it still could be a hardship if you need to
  


12   take off and you don't have any time.
  


13          So, we're really excited about some of
  


14   those little initiatives, and we're going to talk
  


15   about them at our monthly staff meeting.
  


16          And so, that's kind of a wrap for me,
  


17   Chair Slash.
  


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  I was
  


19   hoping that we might have potentially bought up a
  


20   whole lot of time, but I can say all very helpful
  


21   information, and thank you for continuing to keep
  


22   us updated on the use of the portal, access to
  


23   the public, how we're getting through cases, I
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 1   think even leaps and bounds from when you
  


 2   started.
  


 3          I can see the agency is moving in an
  


 4   extremely positive direction, even going through
  


 5   personnel hardships, through the pandemic, and
  


 6   transitions.  So, congratulations on all that you
  


 7   and the staff are being able to accomplish, and
  


 8   thank you for sharing with us in detail that
  


 9   work.  We really appreciate it.
  


10               MR. WILSON:  I just want to say real
  


11   quick, Chair Slash, also I can't forget the
  


12   impact that having Christiana on board has really
  


13   changed the whole intake process and the goals
  


14   and things that she set for staff.  I mean that's
  


15   been very incredible.  I'd like to say what the
  


16   team is doing, because we have a great team, and
  


17   David's addition has done nothing but be a help
  


18   as well.  And so, I think we have a great team,
  


19   and every year, as you said, Chair Slash, you've
  


20   been here a while, too, and so, you've seen the
  


21   transition from 2017 into 2022.  So, thank you.
  


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah.  It's
  


23   actually remarkable, and it's really great for
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 1   government.  Government doesn't normally move
  


 2   this quickly, and so, being able to see this type
  


 3   of movement has been fantastic.
  


 4               MR. FLEISCHHACKER:  And if I could
  


 5   add one more thing, I just wanted to mention that
  


 6   we do have a new Docket Clerk.  Mike Lostutter is
  


 7   on the call, and he has agreed to move over into
  


 8   that role from a contractor position that we've
  


 9   had him in, so you'll be seeing his face a lot
  


10   more with Commission-related matters.
  


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


12          Welcome.
  


13               MR. LOSTUTTER:  Thank you.
  


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We're glad to
  


15   have you, and look forward to working with you.
  


16   I'll try not to be a pain and to respond as fast
  


17   as I can.  I've been doing a little bit better.
  


18               MR. LOSTUTTER:  I'll try to do
  


19   likewise.
  


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.
  


21   Wonderful.
  


22          Well, with that, we did not get to our
  


23   quorum today, and so, I don't think that there's
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 1   anything that we can move off of this that
  


 2   doesn't require a vote without the rest of the --
  


 3   without the rest of the crew.  So, it is 1:29
  


 4   p.m. on February 18th, 2022, and I will go ahead
  


 5   and adjourn this meeting of the Indiana Civil
  


 6   Rights Commission.
  


 7               MS. OJO:  Thank you.
  


 8               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.
  


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Hope to see
  


10   everyone in full next month.  Take care of your
  


11   heart, take care of the people that you love,
  


12   learn something new about black history, and try
  


13   to find a black futures maker and support them
  


14   and empower them to do something great as we
  


15   celebrate Black History Month.
  


16               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Thank you.
  


17               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.
  


18                        -  -  -
             Thereupon, the proceedings of


19            February 18, 2022 were concluded
                  at 1:29 o'clock p.m.


20                        -  -  -
  


21
  


22
  


23
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            1                                   1:11 o'clock p.m.
                                                February 18, 2022
            2                        -  -  -

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  So, I'll go ahead

            4   and I'll open the meeting at 1:11 p.m. on

            5   February 18th, 2022, and we will go out of order

            6   of the agenda at this moment and begin with the

            7   Executive Director's Report.

            8               MR. WILSON:  Thank you, Chair Slash

            9   and Commissioners.

           10          So, anyway, there's just a lot going on,

           11   and one of the things, as I said, I wanted to do

           12   is to make sure that people know we have new

           13   talent, and they're doing some great initiatives.

           14   If you look at the upcoming events, you'll see

           15   things like the Black History Month, where we're

           16   doing a lot with -- we're partnering with Martin

           17   University, and Kyleigh's going to work with

           18   them.

           19          But, you know, we have our internship

           20   program that we'll be starting up, and we've

           21   always wanted to work with Martin University, but

           22   because of COVID, when we first started,

           23   everything fell to the wayside.  But now that's
�
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            1   back up and going and we're going to be making

            2   Martin a new partner, making sure we look and see

            3   how we can get an intern from Martin University

            4   and build a great partnership.

            5          You'll see the president of Martin, he's

            6   doing a PSA for us this month, and we've been

            7   trying to gather all of this talent and people

            8   from various organizations, educational

            9   institutions, to really try to build a larger,

           10   broader partnership in how we do things so that,

           11   as you said, Comm. Harrington, so we can do more

           12   collaboration.  I think that's what's big for us

           13   this year.

           14          And like I said, with those that see

           15   Kyleigh -- Comm. Tolliver, you didn't see her,

           16   but if you'd just come back on camera, Kyleigh,

           17   I'd appreciate it.  And so, when you look at

           18   Kyleigh and you look again at Brooklyn and some

           19   of the others who are not here, this is kind of

           20   the energy side of the organization, and what I

           21   mean by that is they're doing most of our social

           22   media, most of our outreach initiatives, and so,

           23   we're excited about that great team that we have
�
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            1   going on there.

            2          And so, then also I wanted to -- for those

            3   who didn't get to see it -- I'm going to kill a

            4   couple of minutes as well on this -- they didn't

            5   get to see our video on the Circle.  It was so

            6   good that downtown Indy asked us could they play

            7   it for February, for Black History Month.  We've

            8   had so much return on that investment.  You know,

            9   it was a small investment, but it got -- it took

           10   us way around the state, because people really

           11   loved it.

           12          So, if you don't mind, we're going to play

           13   that real quick.  It's just a couple of minutes.

           14   And again, we have a star here.  Chair Slash was

           15   in the video as well.  So, go ahead.  We'll make

           16   our technology work.

           17              (Discussion off the record.)

           18                    (Video played.)

           19               MS. MARRS:  I'm sure there was lots

           20   of lag on that, but it is on our YouTube channel,

           21   if you would like to go watch it peacefully

           22   there.

           23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Absolutely I give
�
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            1   you an A for effort.

            2               MS. MARRS:  Thank you.  I truly

            3   appreciate that.

            4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Thank you for

            5   putting the link in the chat.  I don't know what

            6   kind -- I'm not great on social media, but

            7   hopefully my children can teach me how to do it

            8   before the end of the month.  That's awesome.

            9               MS. OJO:  I tried calling

           10   Comm. Blackburn, but she's not picking up.

           11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.

           12          Does that conclude the Deputy --

           13               MR. WILSON:  No.

           14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- does that

           15   conclude the Executive Director's -- okay.

           16               MR. WILSON:  No.  So, I just wanted

           17   to make sure that people got a chance to kind of

           18   see some of the things we're doing and the

           19   creativity that's here and the additional energy

           20   that's here and the things, and then again, as I

           21   said, just want to build new partnerships and new

           22   relationships and start back with the outreach.

           23   We'll be looking to relaunch in March, doing our
�
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            1   outreach work with the libraries and across the

            2   state and other government entities as well as

            3   community partners.

            4          So, you'll see a lot more of those things

            5   going back on again.  We just think that when we

            6   do the outreach in the community as far as being

            7   able to take complaints in the community, people

            8   don't have to come downtown, they don't have to

            9   worry about the parking, any of those things, and

           10   we try to make sure any place that we actually do

           11   an outreach event for taking complaints and

           12   educating the community, we always try to make

           13   sure that it's on a bus line that has free

           14   parking and that is access -- ADA accessible.

           15   And so, those things are important with whatever

           16   we do with -- out in the community.

           17          And so, those are some of the bigger

           18   things happening, and then right now -- well,

           19   everybody has a copy of the report, so they can

           20   see some of the numbers.  We feel really good

           21   about our numbers, and I know David's going to

           22   add with a couple of things he wants to mention,

           23   but one thing I will tell you is our housing,
�
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            1   we're almost -- we're at our housing contract

            2   already, and we believe the marketing and the

            3   PSA's and all of the work they put into our

            4   social media to educate people about the process.

            5          And then again, as I told you in the last

            6   meeting, the fact that we now have the portal up

            7   and running and the complaints are coming in --

            8   or inquiries, excuse me -- are coming into that

            9   portal, because it's accessible, and I appreciate

           10   Stephanie, who has really worked hard on that,

           11   not only on just getting the portal up and going,

           12   but also now we have DocuSign going, which now

           13   allows us to send the complaint out for the

           14   signatures or other legal documents we need

           15   signed quickly.  So, that's a lot of new things

           16   that we've added to our resource -- as a resource

           17   here for those in the community.

           18          So, with that, I'll just get a few things

           19   from David, he'll talk a little bit about some of

           20   the legislation that's out there and some other

           21   additional information he wants to say.

           22          David?

           23               MR. FLEISCHHACKER:  All right.
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            1   Thanks, Greg.

            2          Yeah, there's -- I'm tracking a few bills

            3   that have moved from the first chamber on to the

            4   second chamber, and some of those would have some

            5   impact on the Commission, so I just wanted to

            6   note those here today, kind of like a high-level

            7   overview.

            8          House Bill 1063 provides for de novo

            9   judicial review of certain agency actions, so

           10   what that means is that if the Commission were to

           11   do a final action and that gets put up on

           12   judicial review to a court, that court would look

           13   at it as if for the first time, without giving

           14   deference to the agency decision.  So, that's

           15   something working its way through.

           16          There are also a couple of bills related

           17   to rulemaking that are still alive and working

           18   through.  Some of those would change when rules

           19   need to be adopted, providing additional

           20   restrictions on the rulemaking process, and then

           21   there's also, I think, a task force that's going

           22   to review just administrative rules in general.

           23   So, some of those things are making their way
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            1   through the system as well.

            2          There's one related to open meetings that

            3   would provide some restrictions on Commission

            4   meetings during emergency declarations, so if

            5   that were to make it through, I'm going to

            6   definitely advise the Commission as to what that

            7   final version looks like and then what kind of

            8   impact that would have on the Commission as far

            9   as its obligations under the Open Door Laws and

           10   meeting during emergency declaration time

           11   periods.

           12          And then there's a bill related to service

           13   animals and providing some direction to both

           14   service animal handlers and to public

           15   accommodation establishments that would provide

           16   some -- a framework for what is and is not

           17   permissible and what public accommodations can

           18   do.  So, some of that would impact some of our

           19   cases that we would investigate.  It's not

           20   contained within our statute, it's in the health

           21   statute, but it would still impact our public

           22   accommodation cases.

           23          So, those are some of the bills that are
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            1   still alive that we're tracking.  Then as far as

            2   Greg mentioned, a numbers thing, in the monthly

            3   report you'll see that in January we closed 58

            4   cases.  We've already closed 88 cases in February

            5   in just two weeks, so we're working through some

            6   of our inventory and getting a lot of cases out,

            7   so we're full speed ahead right now.

            8          And then we have more staff coming on next

            9   week.  Our Intake Division will be at almost full

           10   strength next week with some of our new staff,

           11   and we just got approved to have another attorney

           12   join our ranks, so we're going to be recruiting

           13   for that position here in the near future as

           14   well.

           15               MR. WILSON:  So, I just want to say,

           16   especially with the new attorney, if you know

           17   people that are interested in coming to serve our

           18   Indiana Civil Rights Commission, please don't

           19   hesitate to recommend them.  That'd be great.

           20          But the last thing I'll say is, I think

           21   most of you saw the Governor's new initiative to

           22   recruit talent here at the state.  We think it's

           23   very robust and it's incredible, some of the
�
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            1   things that I think people are looking for, for

            2   instance, some of it remote, based on the need of

            3   an organization.  Then there's the education part

            4   of that as well as recruitment, where they get

            5   money if they help recruit.

            6          And the other big piece, for people who

            7   start here to have some vacation time when they

            8   first come on board.  First just having to wait

            9   six months, that could be a hardship,

           10   especially -- you know, if you have families or

           11   not, it still could be a hardship if you need to

           12   take off and you don't have any time.

           13          So, we're really excited about some of

           14   those little initiatives, and we're going to talk

           15   about them at our monthly staff meeting.

           16          And so, that's kind of a wrap for me,

           17   Chair Slash.

           18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  I was

           19   hoping that we might have potentially bought up a

           20   whole lot of time, but I can say all very helpful

           21   information, and thank you for continuing to keep

           22   us updated on the use of the portal, access to

           23   the public, how we're getting through cases, I
�
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            1   think even leaps and bounds from when you

            2   started.

            3          I can see the agency is moving in an

            4   extremely positive direction, even going through

            5   personnel hardships, through the pandemic, and

            6   transitions.  So, congratulations on all that you

            7   and the staff are being able to accomplish, and

            8   thank you for sharing with us in detail that

            9   work.  We really appreciate it.

           10               MR. WILSON:  I just want to say real

           11   quick, Chair Slash, also I can't forget the

           12   impact that having Christiana on board has really

           13   changed the whole intake process and the goals

           14   and things that she set for staff.  I mean that's

           15   been very incredible.  I'd like to say what the

           16   team is doing, because we have a great team, and

           17   David's addition has done nothing but be a help

           18   as well.  And so, I think we have a great team,

           19   and every year, as you said, Chair Slash, you've

           20   been here a while, too, and so, you've seen the

           21   transition from 2017 into 2022.  So, thank you.

           22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah.  It's

           23   actually remarkable, and it's really great for
�
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            1   government.  Government doesn't normally move

            2   this quickly, and so, being able to see this type

            3   of movement has been fantastic.

            4               MR. FLEISCHHACKER:  And if I could

            5   add one more thing, I just wanted to mention that

            6   we do have a new Docket Clerk.  Mike Lostutter is

            7   on the call, and he has agreed to move over into

            8   that role from a contractor position that we've

            9   had him in, so you'll be seeing his face a lot

           10   more with Commission-related matters.

           11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           12          Welcome.

           13               MR. LOSTUTTER:  Thank you.

           14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We're glad to

           15   have you, and look forward to working with you.

           16   I'll try not to be a pain and to respond as fast

           17   as I can.  I've been doing a little bit better.

           18               MR. LOSTUTTER:  I'll try to do

           19   likewise.

           20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.

           21   Wonderful.

           22          Well, with that, we did not get to our

           23   quorum today, and so, I don't think that there's
�
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            1   anything that we can move off of this that

            2   doesn't require a vote without the rest of the --

            3   without the rest of the crew.  So, it is 1:29

            4   p.m. on February 18th, 2022, and I will go ahead

            5   and adjourn this meeting of the Indiana Civil

            6   Rights Commission.

            7               MS. OJO:  Thank you.

            8               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.

            9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Hope to see

           10   everyone in full next month.  Take care of your

           11   heart, take care of the people that you love,

           12   learn something new about black history, and try

           13   to find a black futures maker and support them

           14   and empower them to do something great as we

           15   celebrate Black History Month.

           16               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Thank you.

           17               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.

           18                        -  -  -
                          Thereupon, the proceedings of
           19            February 18, 2022 were concluded
                               at 1:29 o'clock p.m.
           20                        -  -  -

           21
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           23
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 1                                   1:11 o'clock p.m.


                                     February 18, 2022


 2                        -  -  -


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  So, I'll go ahead


 4   and I'll open the meeting at 1:11 p.m. on


 5   February 18th, 2022, and we will go out of order


 6   of the agenda at this moment and begin with the


 7   Executive Director's Report.


 8               MR. WILSON:  Thank you, Chair Slash


 9   and Commissioners.


10          So, anyway, there's just a lot going on,


11   and one of the things, as I said, I wanted to do


12   is to make sure that people know we have new


13   talent, and they're doing some great initiatives.


14   If you look at the upcoming events, you'll see


15   things like the Black History Month, where we're


16   doing a lot with -- we're partnering with Martin


17   University, and Kyleigh's going to work with


18   them.


19          But, you know, we have our internship


20   program that we'll be starting up, and we've


21   always wanted to work with Martin University, but


22   because of COVID, when we first started,


23   everything fell to the wayside.  But now that's
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 1   back up and going and we're going to be making


 2   Martin a new partner, making sure we look and see


 3   how we can get an intern from Martin University


 4   and build a great partnership.


 5          You'll see the president of Martin, he's


 6   doing a PSA for us this month, and we've been


 7   trying to gather all of this talent and people


 8   from various organizations, educational


 9   institutions, to really try to build a larger,


10   broader partnership in how we do things so that,


11   as you said, Comm. Harrington, so we can do more


12   collaboration.  I think that's what's big for us


13   this year.


14          And like I said, with those that see


15   Kyleigh -- Comm. Tolliver, you didn't see her,


16   but if you'd just come back on camera, Kyleigh,


17   I'd appreciate it.  And so, when you look at


18   Kyleigh and you look again at Brooklyn and some


19   of the others who are not here, this is kind of


20   the energy side of the organization, and what I


21   mean by that is they're doing most of our social


22   media, most of our outreach initiatives, and so,


23   we're excited about that great team that we have
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 1   going on there.


 2          And so, then also I wanted to -- for those


 3   who didn't get to see it -- I'm going to kill a


 4   couple of minutes as well on this -- they didn't


 5   get to see our video on the Circle.  It was so


 6   good that downtown Indy asked us could they play


 7   it for February, for Black History Month.  We've


 8   had so much return on that investment.  You know,


 9   it was a small investment, but it got -- it took


10   us way around the state, because people really


11   loved it.


12          So, if you don't mind, we're going to play


13   that real quick.  It's just a couple of minutes.


14   And again, we have a star here.  Chair Slash was


15   in the video as well.  So, go ahead.  We'll make


16   our technology work.


17              (Discussion off the record.)


18                    (Video played.)


19               MS. MARRS:  I'm sure there was lots


20   of lag on that, but it is on our YouTube channel,


21   if you would like to go watch it peacefully


22   there.


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Absolutely I give
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 1   you an A for effort.


 2               MS. MARRS:  Thank you.  I truly


 3   appreciate that.


 4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Thank you for


 5   putting the link in the chat.  I don't know what


 6   kind -- I'm not great on social media, but


 7   hopefully my children can teach me how to do it


 8   before the end of the month.  That's awesome.


 9               MS. OJO:  I tried calling


10   Comm. Blackburn, but she's not picking up.


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.


12          Does that conclude the Deputy --


13               MR. WILSON:  No.


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- does that


15   conclude the Executive Director's -- okay.


16               MR. WILSON:  No.  So, I just wanted


17   to make sure that people got a chance to kind of


18   see some of the things we're doing and the


19   creativity that's here and the additional energy


20   that's here and the things, and then again, as I


21   said, just want to build new partnerships and new


22   relationships and start back with the outreach.


23   We'll be looking to relaunch in March, doing our
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 1   outreach work with the libraries and across the


 2   state and other government entities as well as


 3   community partners.


 4          So, you'll see a lot more of those things


 5   going back on again.  We just think that when we


 6   do the outreach in the community as far as being


 7   able to take complaints in the community, people


 8   don't have to come downtown, they don't have to


 9   worry about the parking, any of those things, and


10   we try to make sure any place that we actually do


11   an outreach event for taking complaints and


12   educating the community, we always try to make


13   sure that it's on a bus line that has free


14   parking and that is access -- ADA accessible.


15   And so, those things are important with whatever


16   we do with -- out in the community.


17          And so, those are some of the bigger


18   things happening, and then right now -- well,


19   everybody has a copy of the report, so they can


20   see some of the numbers.  We feel really good


21   about our numbers, and I know David's going to


22   add with a couple of things he wants to mention,


23   but one thing I will tell you is our housing,
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 1   we're almost -- we're at our housing contract


 2   already, and we believe the marketing and the


 3   PSA's and all of the work they put into our


 4   social media to educate people about the process.


 5          And then again, as I told you in the last


 6   meeting, the fact that we now have the portal up


 7   and running and the complaints are coming in --


 8   or inquiries, excuse me -- are coming into that


 9   portal, because it's accessible, and I appreciate


10   Stephanie, who has really worked hard on that,


11   not only on just getting the portal up and going,


12   but also now we have DocuSign going, which now


13   allows us to send the complaint out for the


14   signatures or other legal documents we need


15   signed quickly.  So, that's a lot of new things


16   that we've added to our resource -- as a resource


17   here for those in the community.


18          So, with that, I'll just get a few things


19   from David, he'll talk a little bit about some of


20   the legislation that's out there and some other


21   additional information he wants to say.


22          David?


23               MR. FLEISCHHACKER:  All right.
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 1   Thanks, Greg.


 2          Yeah, there's -- I'm tracking a few bills


 3   that have moved from the first chamber on to the


 4   second chamber, and some of those would have some


 5   impact on the Commission, so I just wanted to


 6   note those here today, kind of like a high-level


 7   overview.


 8          House Bill 1063 provides for de novo


 9   judicial review of certain agency actions, so


10   what that means is that if the Commission were to


11   do a final action and that gets put up on


12   judicial review to a court, that court would look


13   at it as if for the first time, without giving


14   deference to the agency decision.  So, that's


15   something working its way through.


16          There are also a couple of bills related


17   to rulemaking that are still alive and working


18   through.  Some of those would change when rules


19   need to be adopted, providing additional


20   restrictions on the rulemaking process, and then


21   there's also, I think, a task force that's going


22   to review just administrative rules in general.


23   So, some of those things are making their way
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 1   through the system as well.


 2          There's one related to open meetings that


 3   would provide some restrictions on Commission


 4   meetings during emergency declarations, so if


 5   that were to make it through, I'm going to


 6   definitely advise the Commission as to what that


 7   final version looks like and then what kind of


 8   impact that would have on the Commission as far


 9   as its obligations under the Open Door Laws and


10   meeting during emergency declaration time


11   periods.


12          And then there's a bill related to service


13   animals and providing some direction to both


14   service animal handlers and to public


15   accommodation establishments that would provide


16   some -- a framework for what is and is not


17   permissible and what public accommodations can


18   do.  So, some of that would impact some of our


19   cases that we would investigate.  It's not


20   contained within our statute, it's in the health


21   statute, but it would still impact our public


22   accommodation cases.


23          So, those are some of the bills that are
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 1   still alive that we're tracking.  Then as far as


 2   Greg mentioned, a numbers thing, in the monthly


 3   report you'll see that in January we closed 58


 4   cases.  We've already closed 88 cases in February


 5   in just two weeks, so we're working through some


 6   of our inventory and getting a lot of cases out,


 7   so we're full speed ahead right now.


 8          And then we have more staff coming on next


 9   week.  Our Intake Division will be at almost full


10   strength next week with some of our new staff,


11   and we just got approved to have another attorney


12   join our ranks, so we're going to be recruiting


13   for that position here in the near future as


14   well.


15               MR. WILSON:  So, I just want to say,


16   especially with the new attorney, if you know


17   people that are interested in coming to serve our


18   Indiana Civil Rights Commission, please don't


19   hesitate to recommend them.  That'd be great.


20          But the last thing I'll say is, I think


21   most of you saw the Governor's new initiative to


22   recruit talent here at the state.  We think it's


23   very robust and it's incredible, some of the
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 1   things that I think people are looking for, for


 2   instance, some of it remote, based on the need of


 3   an organization.  Then there's the education part


 4   of that as well as recruitment, where they get


 5   money if they help recruit.


 6          And the other big piece, for people who


 7   start here to have some vacation time when they


 8   first come on board.  First just having to wait


 9   six months, that could be a hardship,


10   especially -- you know, if you have families or


11   not, it still could be a hardship if you need to


12   take off and you don't have any time.


13          So, we're really excited about some of


14   those little initiatives, and we're going to talk


15   about them at our monthly staff meeting.


16          And so, that's kind of a wrap for me,


17   Chair Slash.


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  I was


19   hoping that we might have potentially bought up a


20   whole lot of time, but I can say all very helpful


21   information, and thank you for continuing to keep


22   us updated on the use of the portal, access to


23   the public, how we're getting through cases, I
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 1   think even leaps and bounds from when you


 2   started.


 3          I can see the agency is moving in an


 4   extremely positive direction, even going through


 5   personnel hardships, through the pandemic, and


 6   transitions.  So, congratulations on all that you


 7   and the staff are being able to accomplish, and


 8   thank you for sharing with us in detail that


 9   work.  We really appreciate it.


10               MR. WILSON:  I just want to say real


11   quick, Chair Slash, also I can't forget the


12   impact that having Christiana on board has really


13   changed the whole intake process and the goals


14   and things that she set for staff.  I mean that's


15   been very incredible.  I'd like to say what the


16   team is doing, because we have a great team, and


17   David's addition has done nothing but be a help


18   as well.  And so, I think we have a great team,


19   and every year, as you said, Chair Slash, you've


20   been here a while, too, and so, you've seen the


21   transition from 2017 into 2022.  So, thank you.


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah.  It's


23   actually remarkable, and it's really great for
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 1   government.  Government doesn't normally move


 2   this quickly, and so, being able to see this type


 3   of movement has been fantastic.


 4               MR. FLEISCHHACKER:  And if I could


 5   add one more thing, I just wanted to mention that


 6   we do have a new Docket Clerk.  Mike Lostutter is


 7   on the call, and he has agreed to move over into


 8   that role from a contractor position that we've


 9   had him in, so you'll be seeing his face a lot


10   more with Commission-related matters.


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


12          Welcome.


13               MR. LOSTUTTER:  Thank you.


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We're glad to


15   have you, and look forward to working with you.


16   I'll try not to be a pain and to respond as fast


17   as I can.  I've been doing a little bit better.


18               MR. LOSTUTTER:  I'll try to do


19   likewise.


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.


21   Wonderful.


22          Well, with that, we did not get to our


23   quorum today, and so, I don't think that there's
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 1   anything that we can move off of this that
 2   doesn't require a vote without the rest of the --
 3   without the rest of the crew.  So, it is 1:29
 4   p.m. on February 18th, 2022, and I will go ahead
 5   and adjourn this meeting of the Indiana Civil
 6   Rights Commission.
 7               MS. OJO:  Thank you.
 8               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.
 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Hope to see
10   everyone in full next month.  Take care of your
11   heart, take care of the people that you love,
12   learn something new about black history, and try
13   to find a black futures maker and support them
14   and empower them to do something great as we
15   celebrate Black History Month.
16               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Thank you.
17               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.
18                        -  -  -
               Thereupon, the proceedings of
19            February 18, 2022 were concluded
                    at 1:29 o'clock p.m.
20                        -  -  -
21
22
23
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